Cellfood product line: Key selling points
Cellfood Liquid Concentrate
• The world’s top-selling oxygen + nutrient formula— sold in over 70 countries and recommended by health professionals everywhere.
• The only formula able to split water molecules,
releasing oxygen and hydrogen throughout
the body. Cellfood is therefore unique and
cannot be duplicated.
• The most foundational product for optimum
human health. Cleans and detoxifies through
its oxygen release, builds and strengthens
through its hydrogen release. Nourishes the
cells by providing 78 trace minerals, 34 enzymes, 17 amino acids and electrolytes.

• Made from pure ocean- and plant- b a s e d
sources, and is yeast-free and gluten-free.
• Outstanding word-of-mouth sales generation,
as end-users and health professionals recommend it enthusiastically. Comes with a
100% satisfaction guarantee with no time limit.
• Widest range of customers— from chronically
health challenged to Olympic-level athletes.
• Try Cellfood on your toughest customers—
those who can’t find help for their health challenges. Let their success prove the efficacy of
Cellfood.

Cellfood Oxygen Gel

Cellfood Natural Weight Loss

• Custom-formulated as an ideal gel base
for Cellfood’s restorative topical benefits.

• A superior, economical, natural weight loss
product with N O harmful stimulants.

• For therapeutic and emergency healing of
skin conditions AND cosmetically improving
the appearance of wrinkles and fine lines.

• Contains L-Carnitine, Garcinia Cambogia
and Cellfood for fat-burning and appetite
suppression.

• Contains the finest ingredients, including
aloe vera, chamomile, glycerine and fossilized organics.

• Assists in loss of weight A N D inches— and
provides a bonus of increased energy.

Cellfood MultiVitamin Spray

Cellfood DNA•RNA

• Contains 100% RDA of 12 essential vitamins
in a 95% bio-available spray form— equal to
as much as 4 times the dosage of vitamins
in tablets or capsules.

• Provides essential DNA-RNA nucleic acid
bases— in the only bio-available spray
form on the market— for enhanced cell
regeneration.

• Ideal for seniors, children, anyone unable
to swallow pills or capsules.

• Provides powerful methylation factors to
significantly lower homocysteine levels—
considered a critical marker for a wide
range of health issues.

• All natural form of the fat soluble vitamins
A, D and E, so nothing synthetic is stored
in the body.
• Contains Cellfood (trace mineral, enzyme
and amino acid cofactors), and is laser
enhanced for optimum absorption.

Cellfood Essential Silica
• Easy to absorb liquid Silica formulation

• Provides ATP to boost the body’s supply
of electrochemical fuel.
• Contains Cellfood (trace mineral, enzyme
and amino acid cofactors)— and is laserenhanced for optimum absorption.

Cellfood SAM-e Liquid+
.

• Pleasant lemony taste is superior to
that of all other silica products.

• Helps our bodies make and regulate hormones,
cell membranes and neurotransmitters that
affect mood.

• Contains Cellfood (including co-factors
known to support the body’s use of silica).

• Increases activity and production of moodboosting neurotransmitters serotonin, dopamine and norepinephrin.

• Provides foundational support for bones,
joints, muscles, connective tissue; hair, skin,
teeth, gums — and heart and brain function.

• Helps maintain cartilage and protects joints,
and has potent inflammation and pain reducing properties.

• Studies indicate that silica supplementation may help remove aluminum from
the body.

• Supports liver function, helping to remove
dangerous toxins from the body.

